BIU NEWS 2011 MAY
WBC
TO THE DELEGATES OF CZECH & CATALONIA
The entry of 2011 WBC will start on 23 May. And it will close
on 23 June. BIU will not change the schedule and no
extension for the deadline of the entry. Therefore, if the
delegates of the host countries (Czech and Catalonia) still
do not send the event information to all of our delegates yet,
please send it as soon as possible.
ENTRY OF 2011 WBC
The entry of 2011 WBC will starts from May 23 and it ends in
June 23. Please send your entry through our delegates in
each country. In case you do not have BIU delegate in your
country and do not have the BIU license, you can contact to
BIU directly and we will try to solve the matter.
*For the entry, see the sample below:
Family
Given
Birth year
Bike/wheel size
name
name
HIRANO
Hiroshi
1956
Hiro/20”
Nation
Class
Round
1 Round
2
Czech
Catalonia
Japan
Senior
Yes
No
*any blank cannot be accepted.
*we need the name of team manager.
*You cannot add any rider after closed the entry on June 23.
To send:
BIU head office
Name: Hiroshi Hirano
Address: 799-27 Kannnonji-Cho. Tsu-Shi. Mie-Ken 514-0062
E-Mail: b-trial@ztv.ne.jp
Tel: 81-592-226-2557

Fax: 81-592-226-2557
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BELGIUM
We still have no answer to our 2010 BIU survey from our Belgium
delegate Jean Michel or BBA. If he is our active delegate, we hope
he will send us his report and answer as soon as possible.
Hello Stuart and Libor,
I hope you are going well. Since the problem with our delegate M.
Colson, Biketrial here in Belgium looks totally death … Personally, I
hope not but we don’t have any information about the federation
anymore… On my side, I follow the riders and I teach them. My way
to teach is to tell that they have to go to a maximum of competition
and I tell them to go to UCI and BIKETRIAL as well for to become the
best. With all the problem that we got here in Belgium with Biketrial
federation, now it’s also hard to get biketrial licence for my riders
who wants to go to European and World BikeTrial Championship.
One is Romain Leonard:
He ask already to get his BikeTrial Licence to M. Colson but he still
didn’t get it. The president says that he must get the official paper
(from you I believe) but still nothing.
Question:
What my rider must do to get his Biketrial licence as soon as
possible for the next competition ?
Waiting for your news,
Best Regards,
Thierry
PS: Stuart, say hello to all your family.
Dear Thierry,
Thank you for your e-mail. I am going to contact Mr.Colson
immediately to get information from him. We have delegate in
Belgium. It means he is responsible for license issuing. EBU issues
licenses just for riders from countries where is no delegate. The
situation has to be cleared up as soon as possible. We are looking
forward to get as many Belgium riders as possible at our events.
Keep in touch,
Libor
Dear Libor,
Thank you for your mail. I hope to get news soon for my riders.

Thanks for your time,
Thierry
Dear Thierry,
Please wait for our response. We try to get in contact with JeanMichel and inform you ASAP.
Because EBC is coming soon I think your riders can send their
application form for EBC 2011 to Swedish organizer. All necessary
you can find at www.eurobiketrial.com
Send it also in copy to Jean-Michel Colson for his approval and to
my e-mail address as well.
I’ll try the best to get chance to your riders to take part in our events.
Keep in touch,
Libor Musil
Dear Libor,
The BBA still exist and is aviable for everybody who wants to have
international licences and registration. The only ask we’ve got is
mister Leonard. This week, I have him on the phone in very good
terms. I have told him that soon as I got licences forms from EBU, I
will complete it. I had already ask for this licences forms a long time
ago and have given my postal adress to Anna today. Today again, I
try to have you on the phone, without success. Can you call me on
0032475509511. It should be nice that we talk together about BBA. I
am clearly in opposition with Mr Klinkenberg did write to you.
Sincerely yours,
For BBA
Jean-Michel COLSON
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